
To begin… the BMW 5 Series has always 

been the benchmark of executive luxury 

motoring.  If you had one the statement 

you made was, “I have made it!”. 

 

Unfortunately BMW hired an American 

called Chris Bangle and everything just 

went very wrong.  The only statement you 

made by owning the previous generation 5 

Series was, “I made a bad decision”. 

 

However all this seems to have hopefully 

passed with the introduction of the current model. 

 

Our test car was the 530d, and the first thing you notice 

about the car is that, unlike its predecessor, it is actually a 

very elegant looking vehicle.  It oozes sophistication and 

refinement, and this is always a very good thing. 

 

The Bangle madness is dead, long may it remain so! 

 

The design of this car is perfect, and although admittedly 

not particularly exciting works incredibly well.  The lines 

are smooth and everything just flows and works very well 

together. 

 

When you think of a 5 Series images of computer wizardry 

and buttons for every conceivable thing come to mind, and 

in a sense you would be right, BUT what BMW have done 

with this car is simplified it, so that it is user friendly.  Yes 

there is LOADS of technology at work, but if you don’t 

need to play around with the suspension settings, then 

why should there be a button allowing you to do so?  If you 

want a million buttons that do nothing then buy a Lexus. 

 

There is one button to start and stop the engine, and the 

key which is equally simple can remain in your pocket, or in 

a spot between the front cup holders designed especially 
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for it.  The doors open by pulling a single lever, and the 

steering wheel is round and not overly cluttered with but-

tons.  In a 5 Series you cannot determine your lateral G-

Force readings, nor can you change the colour of your       

interior lighting, but you don’t need to, and that’s the point. 

 

The test car had the new 8 speed automatic gearbox, which 

admittedly worked quite well.  One criticism though was 

that it tends to hunt around for gears instead of remaining 

in one for any period of time.  However in day to day        

driving I would be very surprised if anyone actually noticed 

this because the gear changes are silky smooth. 

 

As for the remainder of the interior, you have electrically 

adjustable front seat, which are by far the most                 

comfortable I have sat in for a long while.  There is enough 

legroom and headroom for a Giraffe and returning to some 

recently historic design roots, the seats will house even the 

fattest of Americans.  This is a drivers car through and 

through. 

 

THE ROAD TRIP… HARTIES AND BEYOND 

 

It was hard to decide what would be the best environment 

to test the car in, so after much deliberation it was decided 

that getting it out into the countryside a bit, and onto the 

open road would be where this car would feel most at 

home. 



So without much delay I sprung The Savage from his padded cell 

and gently hid him in the very spacious boot until we had 

reached the city limits.  The boot on the test car incidentally was 

fitted with the motorised boot opening and closing system, 

which may not be a necessary purchase, but certainly adds a  

certain refinement to the whole process. 

 

On the open road the car is a dream.  There is enough power to 

do every thing you would want, and even a few things you 

wouldn’t want to do.  The 3 litre turbo diesel engine produces a 

mere 180kW and 540Nm, which is in simple terms - sufficient. 

 

Acceleration from 0 to 100km/h is achieved in 6.3 seconds and 

top speed is governed to 250km/h.  Again - sufficient. 

 

There are four selectable driving modes, namely “Comfort”, 

“Normal”, “Sport” and “Sport +”.  Now it can be assumed that 

Comfort and Normal require little explanation other than that 

both modes work very well. 

 

Sport and Sport + is 

where it gets a bit 

tricky.  In Sport mode 

your acceleration 

sharpens up and your 

whole ride becomes 

firmer and more… well, 

sporty.  In Sport +  

however EVERYTHING 

tightens up and turns 

the Beemer into an 

aggressive racer.  To be honest however my preferred mode for 

driving was “Normal” as I felt that it did everything I needed  

perfectly.  My slightly insane colleague on the other hand felt 

that Sport + was the only mode that the car should be           

manufactured in.  This however is why there are four to choose 

from because everyone is different, and one day you might just 

feel like slipping out of Comfort and into animal mode! 

 

Stability is the name of the game with the new 5 Series, and      

impressive would be a gross understatement!  The test car was 

fitted with something called Adaptive Drive (a R 34 500 option) 

which is in my view a necessary expense.  It also had the no-cost 

option of Electronic Damper Control.  Now whilst not having the 

slightest clue as to how these work, all I can say is that they do 

work incredibly well.  The car is poised and composed even in the 

most aggressive cornering situations.  These are the extras that 

take all the drama out of driving. 

 

The car was also fitted with the on-board GPS navigation  

system which integrates with the rest of the computer           

functions.  When BMW launched i-Drive a few years back it 

was quite possibly the most complicated and non user 

friendly system found anywhere on the planet.  In fact I know 

of 747 pilots who struggled to figure it out, but the new       

system is brilliant.  It is easy to use, easy to understand and 

has no funny aspects to it which could confuse or bewilder 

the driver.  In addition thereto they added some shortcut 

buttons around the i-Drive controller, which make shifting 

from one function to another an absolute pleasure. 

 

The only function which I 

could not get to work was 

the Park Assist System, which 

is supposed to drive the car 

into a parallel parking bay 

without driver involvement.  

When we tried to test this 

function at Hartbeespoort all 

that pressing the button did 

was bring all the drug dealers 

out of hiding… makes you 

wonder about BMW drivers 

doesn’t it… but in simple 

terms we could not get it to 

park the car or maybe I am 

just a techno-idiot. 

 

Another really nice change is 

the daytime driving lights, 

which in the case of the 

BMW are circular lights surrounding the main headlights.  

Now traditionally these were a weird orange colour, which 

looked like Owl eyes, but now they have machine gunned the 

Owls and replaced them with a crisp, white LED powered 

light which unlike the Owl effect actually looks really nice, 

especially considering how aggressive the front end of the car 

looks.  You now see… an Owl is only scary to a mouse, whilst 

this is now a true predator that hunts lesser creatures, like 

the Lexus… 

 

Now back to the “sufficient” power.  Where this car really 

excels in mid-range acceleration, which is admittedly what 

you use for stuff like overtaking and picking up speed whilst 

on the move.  The power is immense, and delivered           

incredibly smoothly.  If you see a gap, when in this car there 

is no doubt in your mind as to whether or not it will make it… 



trust me it just will. 

 

On narrower roads the car does admittedly feel quite big, and 

that is for a very good reason… it is!  With a wheelbase of nearly 3 

meters, and an overall length and width of 4.9m and 2.1m respec-

tively the car is quite large, which again is what you want in a 5 

Series, but maybe just not on narrow country roads with          

oncoming trucks.  There were admittedly a few moments where I 

was scared and at the same time glad to be in such a safe car! 

 

Now to appease the eco-bunnies.  This car produces only 160 

grams of whatever per square root of Pie, which I am told is very, 

very good… it is with considerable dread when I think that there 

are actually people out there who care about this stuff, let alone 

actually understand it.  What this does however mean in the real 

world is that Satan will demand a further R3420 from you when 

buying this particular car. 

 

Now for what is really the worst part of the whole car… the price.  

At R 645 000 for the base model you must really be a loyal 5    

Series driver to want one.  So saying I was only a 5 Series driver 

for a week and I would happily pay that for this phenomenal car.  

It’s the other R 100 000 of extras fitted to it that I might have        

difficultly in swallowing.  That’s right our test car would cost you 

the best part of R 750 000 to own, and that’s quite a lot. 

 

At 120km/h in 8th gear the engine ticks over at around 1500 rpm 

and returns consumption of around 8.3 litres per 100km, which is 

bang on the manufacturer’s claimed 8.4 litres / 100km. 

 

This is admittedly one area where BMW as a company have in my 

view fallen a bit short.  Yes, they are at the cutting edge of pretty 

much everything, but at the same time why does everything have 

to be an optional extra?  Look also bear in mind I write motoring 

reviews and not motoring company policies, so perhaps there is a 

good reason for this… however at this juncture that reason still 

eludes me. 

 

One of the extras was the headlight pack, which included the  

Xenon lights and adaptive lighting, which also worked really well. 

 

There was in fact no aspect of the car that was considered poorly 

or ineffective. 

 

After returning from our road trip to the Republic of                   

Hartbeespoort we concluded that this car is perfect for any type 

of long distance travel.  You could conceivably drive from          

Johannesburg to Cape Town and at the end of the journey get 

out, have a cup of coffee and a wee and then drive back.  It is that 

comfortable and easy to drive.  In short a really nice place to be. 

 

THE SUBURBAN CHALLENGE 

 

We live in the suburbs and conceivably that is where most of our 

driving is done, so if the car is brilliant at long distance, open road 

type driving then how does it fare in traffic?  Well the simple         

answer is very well. 

 

Around town the car is very light and responsive.  It floats in and 

out of traffic seamlessly and is no harder to park than any other 

car (provided you do it yourself).  We took the car up to Westcliff 

- another are where it would feel more at home.  On the narrow 

steep roads it is nimble and very controllable. 

 

Handling is exactly how you would expect it to be.  This particular 

Despite being at close to double the speed limit of 80km/h the 530d is completely flat and 

composed in the corners thanks to Adaptive Drive & Electronic Damper Control 



model is so perfectly balanced that even when you throw it into a 

corner there is no drama at all.  It just glides around effortlessly.  

Clearly this is the right engine for this size car! 

 

The car has paddle shift gear controls mounted on the steering 

wheel, which are not razor sharp like a true sports car, but for 

what they are in and what they are expected to do it is a good 

system and it also works really well. 

 

Around town however the fuel consumption does rise to about 12 

litres per 100km, but for a 5 meter long, 1.8 ton car that is pretty 

good! 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The test car was mine for a week, and in that week I drove about 

300km and enjoyed every single one of them. 

 

BMW have found their roots again and outdone               

themselves with this 5 Series.  The previous one was       

rubbish, but this one is simply brilliant. 

 

If they stick to this recipe they will go on to greatness.  The 

fact that 5 Series owners who left the brand because of the 

old one are now coming back is testament to this success. 

 

We loved the car, and are sad to see it go. 

 

This car is definitely on my Christmas list and gets my vote 

for best medium luxury sedan. 

 

All other creatures beware… The benchmark is back…  

with a vengeance! 
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